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[PROVISIONAL TRANSLATION FROM PERSIAN] 

 

[Translator’s notes appear in square brackets.] 

[Personal information has been redacted.] 

[The excerpt below is from the section of the article that pertains to the Baha’i Faith] 

 

[Adapted from website:] Feragh Va Adyan (Roshana) 

[Date:] 13 Khordad 1399 [2 June 2020] 

 

84th Issue of Feragh Va Adyan [Sects and Religion] (Roshana) Was Published 

The spring issue of Roshana Quarterly was published with the latest and most up-to-date content in 

the field of religious and sectarian movements, and was made available to those interested. In this 

issue of the journal, as in the previous issues, we see a collection of articles, reports, interviews and 

notes on Baha’ism, the Hojjatieh Society, Sufism, evangelical Christianity, the emerging sects and 

religions…  

The spring issue of Roshana Quarterly was published with the latest and most up-to-date content in 

the field of religious and sectarian movements, and was made available to those interested. In this 

issue of the journal, as in the previous issues, we see a collection of articles, reports, interviews and 

notes on Baha’ism, the Hojjatieh Society, Sufism, evangelical Christianity, the emerging sect and 

religion. Examining and analyzing the situation of spirituality in the “post-coronavirus” period and a 

comprehensive look at the field of mysticism in terms of opportunities and challenges, are among the 

topics presented in the spring issue of Roshana. 

In this issue you will read: 

Religions: 

-Post Coronavirus Spirituality | Notes 

-Deal of the Century | Notes 

- An Empathetic Iran | Report 

- Religious Minorities in the Iranian Parliament, an Irreplaceable Monograph | Report 

- Religious Minorities in the Iranian Parliament | Notes 

- Religious Minorities in the Iranian Parliament, an Independent Work after 112 Years | Interview 

Baha’ism: 

- Power-seeking, a Factor For Divergence | Article 

- Domination Tools | Article 

… 

Emerging Sects: 
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- Sects and Violence | Article 

- Spirituality That is Anti-spirituality | Interview 

- False Claimants (part two) | Notes 

- Holy Domination; Spirituality in Service of Domination | Notes 
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